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About us

breakthroughs

uncovering the potential within

Founded in 2003, Halogen
Foundation (Singapore)
is an Institution of Public
Character (IPC) Charity with
a focus on building young
leaders and entrepreneurs.

At Halogen, we believe in the potential
of our young people. We want to inspire
and influence them to achieve personal
breakthroughs in their lives. Through
uncovering their latent talents and
challenging them to reach their fullest
potential, they are empowered to make a
positive difference in themselves and their
respective spheres of influence.

mission
To inspire and influence a
generation of young people
to lead themselves and
others well.

The element of a scratched surface
symbolises that there is more than meets the
eye and we have to get beyond the surface
to uncover what is within.

Vision
To be the recognised charity
dedicated to transforming
the lives of young people
through leadership and
entrepreneurship development.
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chairman’s foreword //
Empowering the Next Generation, Together
We are living in a volatile environment and are faced with new challenges daily
on global, regional and local fronts. Progress made in today’s world, catalysed
by the use of technology, has hit unprecedented rates and we cannot assume
that what worked in the past will continue to work for the future. The need is
acute for us to remain competitive, competent and compelling as a nation for
our own survival and progress.

While we continue to push new frontiers in our economic progress, the
sustainability of a nation also requires our commitment to growing the next
generation of leaders and entrepreneurs who can keep up with and ride on the
momentum established. Our youth are our future, and we will need more of
them who can lead themselves and others well on issues that they believe in,
to transform Singapore for the better, for now and into the future.
Halogen Foundation Singapore has been in the forefront of building young
leaders and entrepreneurs of our nation. We seek to empower our youth to
become more socially and economically responsible individuals, through our
proven leadership and entrepreneurship programmes. We develop resilience
of our youth by building character, entrepreneurial mindsets and skillsets for
them to overcome future challenges they will face.
Youth from poor and needy families, and/or are at risk are not forgotten as we
embark on these capability building initiatives. Through our entrepreneurship
programmes, we transform young people who are street-smart, less academicsmart into business-smart individuals. By providing them with platforms to
grow and push their personal boundaries of what they can achieve, Halogen
aspires to uplift more of these youths and give them a better head start in life
to build their careers and futures.
Sustainable impact happens when we are able to teach young people to fish,
beyond just providing support for subsistence and access to knowledge. In
working with youth from all walks of life, we hope to contribute to the larger
objective of enhancing social mobility and eradicating elitism, building a
stronger social fabric with strong grounded values.

The Spark Fund

Over the past 13 years, we have impacted up to 117,666 youths aged 9 to 25.
In 2015 alone, Halogen collaborated with 124 organisations and worked with
175 volunteers from across 31 companies. This overwhelming support towards
our work has been both humbling and exciting, and we look forward to this
continued engagement with partners from the people, public and private
sector to contribute to our cause.
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Beyond outreach, Halogen also made significant breakthrough on the much
needed fundraising front, with tremendous and spontaneous support from Lee
Foundation, Neo Group, UOB, Dimension Data and Community Chest via the
Care and Share II scheme, to name a few. Our donors have empowered us

to build a resource bank of $2.21 million for our programme work with youth
from disadvantaged backgrounds.
We have officially launched a Spark Fund, which will now provide a platform
for contributions to be made towards our work. The Spark Fund provides
Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE) Class Scholarships for youth
from disadvantaged and underprivileged families. Halogen works with these
classes of youth to support their one-year entrepreneurship education journey.
It costs about S$1,000 to put a student through this programme.
I would like to specially thank Credit Suisse, Tata Communications and
Salesforce, who not only contributed financially by adopting a class of students
for NFTE for a year, but also volunteered their time and energy to spend with
the youth in coaching engagements. Their unwavering support and partnership
have empowered us to accomplish so much more and are sterling examples of
a Company of Good1

Looking Ahead

There’s a saying, “It takes a village to raise a child.” We are encouraged by
the strong belief of many of our donors, partners, volunteers and supporters
of our work, contributing both monetarily and with their time. Our youth
and Halogen have benefited from your heart and your talents. On behalf of
my Board of Directors, I wish to extend our deepest appreciation for your
invaluable contributions.
I hope this annual report will provide deeper insight towards our work and
the very compelling cause of investing in our young people. I invite you to
continue to partner us in this fulfilling journey and develop young citizens who
are confident, resilient, compassionate and value honour. Together, we can
usher in a new generation of future leader-entrepreneurs and entrepreneurleaders, who can change our lives for the better.
Finally, I would like to thank my passionate, committed and very hard working
Board of Directors, who collectively, through their wise counsel and contribution
of talents, made 2015 a truly memorable milestone in the history of Halogen!

Lim Soon Hock BBM; PBM; JP

B Eng ( Hons ); Dip BA; Grad Cert in International Arbitration
P Eng ( S ); FIES; FAES; C Eng ( UK ); FIET
Hon Fellow of AFEO; FSCS; FSID; FSIArb

Company of Good is a programme developed by National Volunteer & Philanthropy Centre
(NVPC) that empowers businesses to give better and more holistically.
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our board //
PATRON AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Teo Chee Hean (Patron)

Lim Soon Hock (Chairman)

Deputy Prime Minister, Coordinating
Minister for National Security

Founder and Managing Director
PLAN-B ICAG Pte Ltd

Tam Chee Chong (Treasurer)

Martin Tan (Co-Founder)

Deputy Managing Partner, Markets
Deloitte & Touche LLP Singapore

Executive Director
Institute for Societal Leadership,
Singapore Management University

Ramlee Bin Buang

Cho Pei Lin

Founder & Owner
UYKO Advisory

Managing Director
Asia PR Werkz Pte Ltd

Bill Padfield

Mark Sayer

Chairman
Dimension Data Asia Pacific Pte Ltd

Managing Director
Drayhall Group

Dr Ann Tan

Jessie Thong

Consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecologist
Women Fertility & Fetal Centre

Executive Director
JHT Law Corporation

COMMITTEES
Finance & Establishment Committee
Tam Chee Chong (Chairperson), Bill Padfield (Co-Chairperson), Lim Soon Hock, Martin Tan

Audit Committee
Ramlee Bin Buang (Chairperson), Jessie Thong (Co-Chairperson), Lim Soon Hock

Business development & Sponsorship Committee
Dr Ann Tan (Chairperson), Mark Sayer (Co-Chairperson), Lim Soon Hock, Jessie Thong,
Cho Pei Lin, Martin Tan

Awards Committee
Cho Pei Lin (Chairperson), Mark Sayer (Co-Chairperson), Jessie Thong
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Whatever you guys are doing now, it has been great
and keep it going. From what we have observed since
the first batch of NFTE students from Northlight, they
improved leaps and bounds.
For example, the student leaders were in Thailand and
were invited by the Thai Royalty to meet the princess.
They were tasked to do a performance at the last minute
and they didn’t hesitate at all. There was one boy who
loved to memorise national anthems, went up to sing
the Thai National Anthem very confidently and won
the praises of the Thai Royalty. The Thai Royals were
impressed by the calibre of the students.
The level of confidence and the willingness to try has
increased greatly especially from the NFTE students
even my principal has witnessed it.

Irwan Haerman
Head of Department PE
Northlight School

about halogen //

Drawing out the potential of young people lies at the core of the Halogen heartbeat.
We believe that every young person has the innate ability to influence those around them
- be it as a child, sibling, student, citizen or change agent. The power of this influence can
be unleashed when our youth believe in the change that they themselves can create. We
want our young people to lead themselves and others well and commit to become positive
influencers in their communities.
Education is a big enabler for youth who embark on this journey. It provides the necessary
platforms for young people to develop character, mindsets and skillsets that will stay with
them for life. At Halogen, we aim to provide quality leadership and entrepreneurship
education structured to enrich the development of every youth. Regardless of background,
race, income or religion, we are committed to bring these opportunities to our young
people and journey with them in their personal growth and transformation.
The Halogen logo symbolises our commitment towards future proofing our young people
- halogen gases in a light bulb to protect the filament and provide the conditions for it to
burn hotter, longer and brighter than ever before. We invite you to join us in building and
supporting these movers, makers and shakers of tomorrow, today.
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milestones reached //

13
117,666
youths impacted
aged 9 - 25 years old

80%
Percentage of
Schools Impacted

years of impact

Outreach to
Youth from

22
countries

4,904
educators &
Adults impacted
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milestones //
2003
Halogen was incepted and ran
the first National Young Leaders’
Day (NYLD) where about 1,000
participants attended.

As recipient of National Youth
Council’s “Youth Organisation
Capability and Development Fund”
(YOCDF), we moved from a
volunteer-run organisation to having
our first two full-time staff.

2004
2005

Halogen was one of the pioneers
in the world to run The Leadership
Challenge® for students as a full twoday programme complete with The
Leadership Practices Inventory® as
a 360 degree assessment tool.

2006
2008

Partnering with Temasek Junior College
and Temasek Secondary, Halogen ran a
national leadership competition
“The Leadership Face-Off”

Deputy Prime Minister Teo Chee Hean
officially became our Patron.

2011
2012

Halogen celebrated our
10th anniversary and reached
over 100,000 youths and educators.

From 40 youths, we went on to train
the whole Secondary one cohort of
Temasek Secondary school students
with “Everyday Leadership” modules.
Young Leaders’ Academy was birthed.

Together with Salesforce.org,
Halogen ran Salesforce BizAcademy.

2013

We launched the National
Young Leader Award (NYLA).

2014

Halogen introduced our entrepreneurship
programme: The first NFTE BizCamp was
launched in Northlight School.
Halogen also became a member of the
National Council of Social Services.

2016
Celebrating Breakthroughs
Our 13th year anniversary to champion the stories of
breakthrough of our youth
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milestones //
2015 has been a very fruitful year of significant achievement for the organisation. With several key
staff movements that happened at the earlier part of the year, the organisation was able to achieve
progress in fundraising, programme and outreach fronts.

Leadership IMPACT in 2015

115
schools &
institutions

8,151

545
educators
& Adults

students

34,324
PArticipant
hours

ENTREPRENEURSHIP Impact in 2015

9
schools

203
students

175

corporate
volunteers

12
educators who
have gone through
NFTE University

10,266
PArticipant
hours

31

corporate
partners
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It was an amazing journey being able to see the students
through learning business concepts, crafting business
plans and finally presenting their business ideas at the
end of the BizCamps. Many of them had low confidence
in themselves and their abilities when they first entered.
However, through patient guidance, constant support
and encouragement from facilitators, and the many
opportunities to practise presenting in front of a group
of people - something many of them have never tried
before - the students grew from shy, low-confident
individuals to presenters who are bold and daring
enough to stand in front of a panel of distinguished
judges to present their business plans and ideas.
The transformational stories and lasting impact made
on many students are the inspiration for facilitators like
me to take 5 to 10 days of our time out to volunteer at
Halogen’s BizCamps. It is truly a meaningful cause and
a rewarding experience.

Joyce Tham
Halogen Staff & NFTE BizCamp Facilitator

ecosystem //
Halogen plays the role as a youth development partner. We support organisations by moulding young
people in their leadership and entrepreneurship development. From consultations in developing
framework design to content contextualisation to training trainers to execute programs, we aim to
establish a foundation for our partners to build upon and transform their young people. By being a
catalyst in bringing the people, private and public sector together, we hope to build an ecosystem to
nurture our next generation of leaders and entrepreneurs.

education
sector

social service
sector

skills building
& enterprise

YOUTH
SECTOR

corporate
SECTOR

BUILDING AN ECOSYSTEM

At Halogen, we recognise that success is founded on developing sustainable collaborations with
like-minded partners. Just as we are all interdependent in an ecosystem, we believe in connecting
partners across different sectors together for a common goal, providing all-rounded support to youth
from poor and needy families.
In bridging the education, corporate, SkillsFuture, social service and youth sectors, various partners
can contribute to the youth development goals in their respective areas of expertise and bring
incremental value to the programme support offered to the youth. Our success is only made possible
because of the collective investment from the members of this ecosystem.
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programmes //
Why youths?
We believe in the concept of future proofing. Youths are our future. Our goal is to influence a
generation of young people to lead themselves and others well. We want to build young leaders and
entrepreneurs who are both competent and of good character, and practically change the world in
issues they believe in.

LEADERSHIP
National young leaders’ day (NYLD)
We aim to bring together leaders from diverse fields and experiences to share
their personal stories and sow these seeds of inspiration within our youth.
Halogen’s youth events have always been a central element of efforts to reach
out and sow seeds of inspiration in the minds of Singapore’s young leaders.
Our National Young Leader’s Day (NYLD) is a platform for leaders to share their
stories of successes, failures, victories and challenges to inspire and empower
youth. Through the stories from these leaders from diverse fields, we hope the
youth in Singapore will rise up and play an even more significant leadership
role in Singapore today and in the future.

National young leader AWARD (NYLA)
The National Young Leader Award was launched to acknowledge exceptional
young leaders who are making an active contribution to their community.
Since the award’s inception in 2013, we have received nominations from young
people from all walks of life who share their stories of everyday influence
and leadership.
By highlighting the stories of these young leaders, we hope it inspires a
generation of young people to also rise up to make that positive contribution
in their communities.
Complementing the Stars of SHINE Award and the Singapore Youth Award
(Awards for youths under 35 years old), the National Young Leader Award
reaches out to a specific age group of young leaders ranging from 15 to 19
years old. Through this award, we hope to recognise young leaders who are
involved, engaged and show conviction in the things they do, regardless of
their academic achievements.
For more details, go to http://bit.ly/halogensgnyla
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programmes //
EQUIPPING
EDUCATORS PROGRAMME
To support educators in understanding and
engaging their youth, we have crafted programmes
that cover the design of youth development
frameworks, discovering insights from emerging
youth trends and leadership education, mentoring
and evaluation.
They will be covered through the following topics:
• Understanding youth leadership
development and their framework design
•

Understanding youth culture

•

Mentoring skills

•

Facilitation skills

Habitudes

®

Founded by Dr. Tim Elmore and his team at Growing
Leaders, Habitudes® is a progressive model that
leverages the power of images to elicit discussion,
reflection and paradigms shifts the teaching of
timeless leadership principles. The Habitudes®
principles provide a powerful leverage for youth to
reflect and grow through establishing a common
language of leadership.

EVERYDAY LEADERSHIP™
Everyday Leadership™ is Halogen’s in-house
programme, designed for easy understanding
and application, modular delivery and easy
understanding. By guiding them through
concepts of Being (individual learning and
development), Knowing (understanding concepts
and circumstances) and Doing (taking action), we
hope to transform these young influencers from the
inside out. Programmes are usually customised to
suit the developmental needs and resources or the
target audience.

THE LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE®
SERIES / STUDENT LEADERSHIP
CHALLENGE®
The Student Leadership Challenge® programme,
based on The Leadership Challenge®, advocates
that leadership is everyone’s business. The
programme establishes the youth’s understanding
of leadership and challenge them to increase
their leadership effectiveness through the Five
Practices of Exemplary Leadership®: Modelling the
Way, Inspiring a Shared Vision, Challenging the
Process, Enabling Others to Act and Encouraging
the Heart.

THE STUDENT LEADERSHIP
CHALLENGE® CERTIFIED
FACILITATOR TRAINING
Designed to bring professionals to a new level of
leadership development with proven leadership
tools and frameworks, this programme is for
educators who have completed The Leadership
Challenge® Workshop and want to be further
equipped to run The Student Leadership Challenge®
Workshop for their students.
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programmes //
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE) is an entrepreneurship
programme that activates the entrepreneurial mindset in young people, builds
their knowledge about business fundamentals and tap into their confidence and
potential to succeed along the way. The NFTE programme originated in the
USA and was brought to Singapore in 2014.
In an increasingly V.U.C.A (Volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous) world,
it is important for students to be able to recognise opportunities, continually
adapt to changes and innovate in the face of challenges with confidence.
Therefore, we believe it is essential to develop an entrepreneurial mindset. To
put it simply, it is to see a problem and to solve it by thinking out of the box.
NFTE’s mission is to educate and inspire young people from low-income
communities to stay in school, to recognise opportunities, and to plan for
successful futures. The NFTE programme has more than 28 years of track record
in empowering more than 600,000 young people from low-income communities
through programmes across the globe.
Halogen is offering NFTE programmes for youth/ institutions that have:
• Significant number of youth under the Financial Assistance Scheme (FAS)
• Significant number of youth from difficult backgrounds
(indicators such as low household income level, low education level or
divorced/single parents)
The core NFTE content is delivered to youth aged 15 to 19 via:

NFTE In-Curriculum
(School-Based Execution)
Curriculum is run over 60 instructional hours spread over an
average of 30 weeks; this is primarily run by school teachers
(with guidance and support of Halogen.) Teachers need to pass
a 4-day certification programme (NFTE University) before being
able to administer this programme.

NFTE BzCamp
(Camp-Based Execution)
An intensive 10-day mini-MBA style non-residential camp, this
is primarily run by trainers from Halogen Foundation Singapore.
The NFTE programme also includes avenues for corporate
engagement through:
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•

Hosting of Business Visits

•

Featured Business Speakers

•

Presentation Coaching

•

Mentoring/ Internship Opportunities

programmes //
ENTREPRENEURSHIP partners
Fundraising is always an important source of support for charities. Halogen
has also evolved in our engagements with donors, moving beyond mere
philanthropic contributions, to providing programme-based funding
options for our partners who also want to contribute time and skillsets and
interact with the youth whom they are supporting.
These partners and volunteers play a very important role in Halogen’s work
in building young leaders and entrepreneurs. We have witnessed how
they have given their time and effort to impact youth through our NFTE
programme, from supporting our daily operations to contributing through
a skill-based volunteering.
31 corporations have partnered with us, including:
Asia PR Werkz Pte Ltd

G2000

Awaken Group

Google

AXA Singapore

Hogan Lovells

Beat’abox

honestbee

Beep Studios

Ministry of Retail

BooksActually

Salesforce.org

Changi Airport Group

South West CDC

Conjunct Consulting

TATA Communications

Conrad Hotel

The Hub Singapore

Credit Suisse

The Moody’s Foundation

Deutsche Bank Singapore

The Music Salon

Empact

Visa

Excelpoint Systems (Pte) Ltd

Verztec Consulting Pte Ltd

Quartz Initiative

White Tangerine Cafe

FLY Entertainment

Zesty Kickz

Founding Fathers

We also wish to thank all those who have contributed to our cause whose
names have been inadvertently left out at the time of print.
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programmes //
PARTNERING THE PRIVATE SECTOR FOR IMPACT
Beyond working with the educational and social service institutions to reach out to the youth, our
private sector partners and donors also play a huge role in giving time, resources and expertise
towards our impact and outreach.
Private sector partners may be involved in creating and executing programmes for our youth.
These programmes may be knowledge-based, life skills centric and workforce ready skills.

Google Singapore supports Halogen in both programme
development and outreach efforts with the youth from
underprivileged backgrounds. Over the past year, Google
volunteers have contributed in providing presentation coaching
opportunities to youth from our programmes and have hosted
Google CSI Lab and Hackathon sessions for secondary and
tertiary youth. Google has also invested in capacity and capability
development to our organisation through Google AdSense words
and our email domain support.

Founded in 2003, LinkedIn connects the world’s professionals
to make them more productive and successful. With more than
400 million members worldwide, including executives from every
Fortune 500 company, LinkedIn is the world’s largest professional
network on the Internet.
Halogen partners LinkedIn For Good in running programmes for
the youth in Singapore. LinkedIn For Good hopes to inspire the
underprivileged youth in Singapore to reach their full potential
through leadership mentoring and career planning. We run
LinkedIn Career Roundtable sessions specially planned for tertiary
students. These half-day workshops are designed to have LinkedIn
employees share personal journeys and roles in the organisation,
learn how to build personal portfolios and identify career pathways
for their future.
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programmes //

Salesforce.org is a nonprofit social enterprise born out of
Salesforce to give back to communities around the world.
BizAcademy is a global initiative by Salesforce.org to provide
learning and development opportunities for youth to gain
experience in a growth industry and progress training into fulltime employment. Salesforce regional offices work with youths
from under-resourced and low-income communities who want to
learn about entrepreneurship. By joining the corporate world for
a week and learning from employees, who serve as mentors and
solution buddies, the youths get leadership training, as well as
hands-on and real-world business experience.
Since 2012, Halogen has been partnering with Salesforce.org and
its annual Singapore BizAcademy programme. Halogen is also a
recipient of Salesforce nonproft user licenses and the Salesforce.
org Healthy Community Grant, allowing us to leverage Salesforce
technology to extend our impact.

OTHER VALUED PARTNERS

Growing Leaders

We thank our partners for their dedication towards our cause and hope to invite
many more to join us in our endeavour.
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halogen in action //

NYLA 2015 Finalists with Minister Grace Fu (Minister for Culture,
Community and Youth), Mr Lim Soon Hock (Halogen Foundation
Singapore’s Board of Directors Chairman) and Ms Ivy Tse (Halogen
Foundation Singapore CEO).

Dr Ann Tan (Halogen Foundation Singapore’s Business Development
and Sponsorship Committee Chairperson) with guests at Gala Dinner.

Participants of The Leadership Challenge® Workshop conducted by
Halogen Foundation Singapore.

Salesforce.org Singapore volunteers with students from Holy
Innocents’ High School at a NFTE BizVisit.

Corporate volunteer with a scholar of EQUAL-ARK Singapore at our
NFTE BizCamp Lite.

Google Singapore volunteers with students from Jurongville
Secondary School for our NFTE BizVisit

I think that Halogen came at the right time when I
was running in and out of interviews for university.
Interactions with the staff and other people about
their life’s journey made me realise that what I
wanted to do was not all there is.
I still want to serve people. But these
conversations help me to realise that there are so
many different ways to do what you like. There
are so many ways you can take the same passions
and give it back to the world.

Abigail Tan
Intern (Mar - May 2016)
Halogen Internship Programme

spark fund //
The success and breakthroughs of Halogen have only been made
possible through the generous support from different partners and
organisations. We are extremely thankful to all of you!
In 2015, Halogen set up the Spark Fund to help recognise the
contributions made toward our cause of supporting leadership and
entrepreneurship development opportunities for young people.
The Spark Fund provides Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship
(NFTE) Class Scholarships for youth from disadvantaged and
underprivileged families. Halogen works with classes of youth and
the influencers to support their one-year entrepreneurship education
journey. It costs about S$1,000 to put a student through this oneyear entrepreneurship programme.
Donors are recognised in the tiers based on their cumulative
contributions over a 3-year period with the exception of the Spark
Honour Hall.

Spark Honour Hall [$250,000 and above]
Spark Honour Hall donors are recognised based on their cumulative contributions as
of 2013. This will be a permanent list and not a rolling tally.

Lee Foundation States of Malaya
Lim Soon Hock

Spark Founding Circle
As part of the launch of The Spark Fund, donors who have contributed $25,000
and above within year 2015 will be recognised as members of the Spark Fund
Founding Circle.
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Dr. Ann Tan
Bengawan Solo Pte Ltd
Dimension Data Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
Glory Wealth Group Pte Ltd
Khoo Teck Puat Foundation
Kwee Liong Tek
Neo Garden Catering Pte Ltd
Ngee Ann Development Pte Ltd
OSIM International Ltd
Salesforce.com Singapore Pte Ltd
Serial System Ltd
Tata Communications
United Overseas Bank Ltd

spark fund donor roll //
Spark Legends [$25,000 and above]
Grace, Shua and Jacob Ballas Charitable Trust
Loh Sun Heng
Sherron Wong

Spark superhero [$10,000 and above]
Aaron Maniam
Activa Media Pte Ltd
Baurand Pte Ltd
Brian Chang
Changi Foundation
Deutsche Bank
Drayhall Capital Pte Ltd
Excelpoint Systems (Pte) Ltd
Goh Bak Heng
Goldvein Pte Ltd
Keppel FELS Limited
Khoo Kim Geok
Lim Ka Liang
LinkedIn
Martin Tan Beng Chong
Munich Management Pte Ltd

Neo Kah Kiat
NTUC Fairprice Foundation Ltd
Phuay Yong Hen
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Stephen Riady Foundations
SymAsia Singapore Foundation
TAK Products & Services Pte Ltd
Tan Cheng Soo Eddie
Tay Wee Jin Michael
The Silent Foundation
Tru-Marine Pte Ltd
Tsian Pte Ltd
UBS AG Singapore Branch
Visa Worldwide Pte Ltd
William Bruce Grahame Padfield
Xu Shen Guo

Spark hero [$5,000 and above]
Asia PR Werkz Pte Ltd
Aviation & Electronics Support Pte Ltd
Belinda Lee
Bentz Jaz Singapore Pte Ltd
Cho Pei Lin
Chong Go Lan Pearlyn
Firstsolutions Pte Ltd
Hwang Yee Cheau
J8 Hotel Pte Ltd
JHT Law Corporation
John Wiley & Sons, Singapore Pte Ltd
Junie Foo

Michael Lim Choo San
Nero & Lim Business Consultants
Ong Kian Min
Ong Siew Ting Geraldine
Pontiac Land Pte Ltd
SIM University
Thomas Goh Toh Wee
TP Dental Surgeons Pte Ltd
Wee Siew Kim
WL Properties Pte Ltd
Yow Sook Ming
Zheng Keng Engineering & Construction Pte Ltd
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spark fund donor roll //
Spark supporter [$1,000 and above]
Allaloy Dynaweld Pte Ltd
AMSCO Healthcare
Ang Cheng Moy
A.T. Kearney Pte Ltd
Bayshore Green Pte Ltd
Benedict Chang Yew Teck
Blue Gold Enterprise Pte Ltd
C S E Yap Pte Ltd
Casey Teh
Chan Heng Wing
Changi Airport Group (S) Pte Ltd
Chen Ming Li
Cheryl Lim Hui Fang
China Fishery Group Ltd
Chua How Kian Joseph
Chuan Hua Meng
Darlene Ang
Deloitte & Touche Financial Advisory Service Pte Ltd
East Asia Engineering & Construction Pte Ltd
Elvin Tan
Equation Summit Limited
Eric Ong Ann Poh
Evergreen Secondary School
Flower Diamond Boutique Pte Ltd
Genocean Enterprises Pte Ltd
Goh Cher Shuie Nicholas
Goh Tiong Yong
Ho Kian Hock
Ho Poh Foong
Ho Shui Wei
Hock Tong Bee Pte Ltd
Hugo Boss South East Asia Pte Ltd
IDS Medical Systems (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Irene Ang Ai Ling
Irene Chan Yoke Heng
Ivan Koh Chee Hiang
Janifer Yeo-Tan
JD Corporate Advisory Pte Ltd
Jerry Yeu
John Wong Weng Foo
Jonas Lim
Jumabhoy Iqbal
Karen Soh
Kee Hsiao Yuin Grace
Kian Soon Hardware & Trading Pte Ltd
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Kinokuniya Books Store of Singapore Pte Ltd
Koh Chong Hui
Kong Eng Huat
Lawrence Chiang Kok Sung
Lee Hooi Nee
Li-Ho Holdings Pte Ltd
Lie Kiem Lan
Lim Huay Ee
Lim Kok Ann
Lim Mui Khim
Lim Teck Huat Andrew
Lim Yanzi
Loh Kim Kang David
Lok Meng Woei
Loh Seow Wee
Low Chee Wah
Low Yoon Pak
Lum Kong Wing Daniel
Meiban Group Pte Ltd
National University of Singapore
Neo Sally
Ng Hong Whee
NSL OilChem Waste Management Pte Ltd
NTT Singapore Pte Ltd
OKP Holdings Limited
Oni Global Pte Ltd
Peter Quek
Phua Mei Kheng Jenny
Pierce Quek
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Priscilla Soh
Prive Clinic Pte Ltd
Rachel Eng
Rajaish Bajpaee
Ramlee Bin Buang
Refine Construction Pte Ltd
Renee Thong Ying Siew
RiverLife Church Ltd
Rob Smith
Sanmina-Sci Systems Singapore Pte Ltd
Secom (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Seyu Private Limited
Shekaran S/O K. Krishnan
Shirley Tan
Shu Pek Yen, Pauline

spark fund donor roll //
Spark supporter [$1,000 and above - continued]
Siang Choo Chan
Simon Tate
Singapore Telecommunications Limited
Squire Mech Pte Ltd
Sunray Woodcraft Construction Pte Ltd
Syed Mohamed Jawahar Ali
Sysma Energy Pte Ltd
Tahsin Alam
Tampines Court Pte Ltd
Tan Tee Yong
Tarun Kataria
Tay Lai Cheng
Tiong Aik Construction Pte Ltd
TMG Projects Pte Ltd
Veronica Rao
Wee Siew Bock
Wen & Weng Medical Group Pte Ltd
Wilmar International Limited
Woh Hup (Private) Ltd
Wong Her Shann
Wong Siu Hong Alfred
Yeo Swee Tuan
Yeow Wah Chin
Yu Chuen Tek
Zhong Jia Jia, Jamie
The Donor Roll is updated year on year as a rolling
tally, the above Donor Roll captures the class of 2015
(donation period from 2013 to 2015).
We also wish to thank all those who have contributed to
our cause whose names have been inadvertently left out
at the time of print.
Should you wish to support our cause, kindly contact our
Donor Manager - Jonathan at jonathan@halogenfoundation.org
for more information.
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Before attending this NFTE BizCamp, I was very
lazy but after the camp I see that I’ve transformed
into someone with more confidence and I am
more willing to work harder. I would like to work
on my weakest subject, which is Math. Formulas
are important and without it, you cannot solve the
problem. If I want to be a businessman, I need to
have knowledge of Math.
My dream is to start a business and before the
camp I had a business idea but did not know how
to start but after the camp, I now know how to start
and continue pursuing my dreams!

Zikary Amani B Mohamad Zaini
Best Overall Winner 2015 (NFTE)
Jurongville Secondary School

financial statements //
Halogen Foundation (Singapore) was first awarded an Institution of Public Character (IPC)
award in 2007 and all donations are eligible for 250% tax deduction.
Over the years, we have seen an increase in our influence amongst the youths through
the programmes organised. Here at Halogen Foundation Singapore, we are committed
to exhibit good stewardship of every monetary support given.

Balance sheet As at 31 December 2015
2015
$
Members’ guarantee
Members’ guarantee at $10 each
Accumulated surplus/(deficit)

100
1,539,241

Non-current asset
Plant and equipment

36,909

Currrent assets
Trade and other receivables

69,075

Prepaid operating expenses

1,514

Cash at bank and fixed deposits

1,720,641
1,791,230

Current liabilities
Trade payables and accruals
Deferred income1

78,882
210,016

Bank overdrafts

288,898

Net current assets/(liabilities)

1,502,332

Net assets/(liabilities)

1,539,241

1

Deferred income represents consideration received for services not yet rendered.
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financial statements //
Statement of comprehensive income
For the financial year ended 31 December 2015
2015
$
Income
Sponsorships in kind

56,373

Donations
Grants (including matching from Care and Share)

1,544,837
2

Academy income3
Other income (includes Sales of Events & Merchandise Sales

611,313
513,158
46,429
2,772,110

Less: operating expenditures
Academy expenses

296,332

Operational expenses

206,395

Depreciation of plant and equipment

18,225

Rental expense

68,294

Staff costs

497,648

Interest expense

59
1,086,953

Surplus/(deficit) transferred to accumulated funds

2

1,685,157

Matching grant received from Care and Share amounted to $545,043 in Financial Year 2015.

Academy is Halogen’s training arm that focuses on leadership development programmes
that educate and equip young people and educators through workshops, talks, camps and
customised programmes.

3
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financial statements //
operating income 2015
Other income
[1%]

Sponsorships in kind [2%]

Academy income
[19%]
Donations (including fund raising)
[56%]

Grants [22%]

operating expenses 2015
Academy expenses
[27%]
Staff costs
[46%]

Other expenses
(including cost for fund raising expenses)
[19%]

Depreciation of plant
and equipment [6%]

Rental expense [6%]
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One student admitted to having low confidence after
having been streamed into the Normal Technical
(NT) stream. Through the NFTE programme, he is
now more outspoken, unafraid to speak on a public
platform and even won the Best Team Player Award
in the NFTE BizCamp Lite. His teacher subsequently
appointed him as the Class Ambassador. He proudly
proclaims that, “Even though I’m an N(T) student, but
that doesn’t mean I can’t achieve something!”
During the programme, I witnessed how students
who hardly uttered a word during their schooling
years, having the confidence to present to complete
strangers. I saw students who struggle when
teachers throw them questions in school, not losing
a beat when grilled by the panelists. I saw students
who have to be constantly reminded about their
grooming; looking smart and taking pride in their
work attire. I saw in the students a glimpse of the
adults that they would become.

Mr Lim Yu Kee
Principal
Bedok Green Secondary School

what’s next //
SUPPORT

PARTNER

VOLUNTEER

Make a tangible difference
by investing in the lives of
youths who may need a
helping hand.

Become a partner and help
develop Singapore’s next
generation of leaders and
entrepreneurs.

Be on the forefront and
experience the change
firsthand as you volunteer
in our programmes.

Your support allows us
to serve those in need
for a long term, and your
generosity can provide
important scholarships for
students to participate in
our proven entrepreneurship
programme.

From consultations in
developmenting framework
design to content
contextualisation to
training trainers to execute
programmes, we aim to
establish a foundation for
our partners to build upon
and transform their young
people.

We are always looking for
more volunteers who would
like to support our cause of
building young leaders and
entrepreneurs by giving their
time. We offer high impact
volunteering opportunities
for motivated individuals or
corporations.

We are a registered
Institution of Public
Character (IPC), making
all donations eligible for a
250% tax deductible. All
funds raised will contribute
toward the work of Halogen
Foundation Singapore.
You can donate online
through www.giving.sg or
make your cheques payable
to “Halogen Foundation
Singapore” and mail them
to Halogen Foundation
Singapore, 2 Orchard Link,
#05-07B, *Scape, Singapore
237978
Email Jonathan
at jonathan@
halogenfoundation.org
to find out more.

By lending your expertise
to invest in youths through
our programmes, corporate
partnerships can make a
big impact on the future
of our youths. United
by our commitment to
give quality leadership
and entrepreneurship
development, Halogen
hopes to pool resources,
knowledge and networks
in order to open more
doors and opportunities
for our youths.
Email Ivy at
ivy@halogenfoundation.org
to find out more.

Join one of our Halogen
Way sessions to get to know
our team and learn about
the opportunities we offer
for volunteers! Sign up at
bit.ly/impactwithus

Building young leaders and entrepreneurs
Who will practically change the world
in issues they believe in

www.halogen.sg

Halogen Foundation Singapore
2 Orchard Link #05-07B *SCAPE Singapore 237978

halogensg

T: +65 6509 6700
F: +65 6509 6770

halogensgstories

Website: www.halogen.sg
Email: singapore@halogenfoundation.org

